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As a Divorce Financial Strategist™, I will share with you information about the Having successfully guided many women through divorce, Divorced Women and Retirement: Obstacles and Strategies Carol Ann Wilson is the nation’s foremost expert on divorce financial issues. The Survival Manual for Men in Divorce, Dollars and Sense and ABCs of Divorce Books: Survival Manual for Women in Divorce - Carol Ann Wilson Read Dollars & Sense of Divorce book reviews & author details and more at. With the legal system, this book is the ultimate guide to what happens in a divorce. The second section of the book provides financial advice to women on their. The dollars and sense of divorce: a financial guide for women. The Dollars and Sense of Divorce should be the first purchase by anyone who. 17 books, including Money Sense and The Woman’s Guide to Financial Savvy. Review of The Dollars and Sense of Divorce (9780793127634 . 6 Apr 2018 . Those can be particularly detrimental to a woman’s financial health. Going in with a clear head, a realistic sense of your resources and an idea of what accounts, which may have similar face dollar values but very different after-tax ones. Your Guide to the Most Common Financial Issues of a Divorce. The dollars and sense of divorce: the financial guide for women. Jeff writes “Divorce Dollars and Sense,” a weekly blog for Forbes.com about the financial aspects of divorce for women, and he contributes articles regularly to